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Abstract

Theorem proving is an important challenge for large language models (LLMs), as
formal proofs can be checked rigorously by proof assistants such as Lean, leaving
no room for hallucination. Existing LLM-based provers try to prove theorems in a
fully autonomous mode without human intervention. In this mode, they struggle
with novel and challenging theorems, for which human insights may be critical. In
this paper, we explore LLMs as copilots that assist humans in proving theorems.
We introduce Lean Copilot, a framework for running neural network inference in
Lean. It enables programmers to build various LLM-based proof automation tools
that integrate seamlessly into the workflow of Lean users. Using Lean Copilot,
we build tools for suggesting proof steps and completing intermediate proof goals
using LLMs. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in
assisting humans compared to existing rule-based proof automation in Lean.

1 Introduction

Proof assistants, also known as interactive theorem provers [1–3], are software for mathematicians2

to write formal proofs that can be checked rigorously by computers [4, 5]. Recently, there has
been increasing interest in using them with machine learning, especially large language models
(LLMs), to prove theorems automatically [6, 7]. It serves as a rigorous and challenging task for AI to
master advanced mathematics, as the task requires generating formal proofs whose correctness can
be verified. Furthermore, LLMs can make proof assistants easier to use by improving automation.

Existing LLM-based provers aim to prove theorems fully autonomously without human interven-
tion [7–15]. They wrap the proof assistant into a gym-like [16] environment. The model interacts
with the proof environment and is evaluated by the number of test theorems it can prove. The
interaction happens on the backend server, without any human intervention. While an autonomous AI
mathematician is desirable in the long term, current LLMs often fail to prove theorems that are truly
novel or challenging, especially when they come from a different domain than the training data [17].

Instead of proving theorems by itself, AI can also assist human mathematicians in theorem proving.
Humans can use mathematical intuition and knowledge to provide guidance or critical proof steps,
whereas LLMs can automate parts of the proof that are more straightforward and tedious for humans.
This approach is highly viable since it incrementally automates the current workflow of proof assis-
tants. Furthermore, it may accelerate the research toward the long-term vision of AI mathematicians.
Having LLMs as copilots makes proof assistants easier to use for humans. Therefore, it will improve
the quality and coverage of formalized mathematics, which will provide more and better data for
developing LLMs for theorem proving.

∗Research conducted while Peiyang Song was an intern at Caltech.
2We talk about mathematics in writing, but our work also applies to formal verification.
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Figure 1: Large language models (LLMs) can assist humans in proving theorems. To prove the
theorem gcd_self in Lean, the user enters two tactics manually (cases n and dsimp) and then
calls suggest_tactics, which uses an LLM to generate four tactic suggestions, displayed in the
infoview panel (Right). The LLM-generated tactic suggestion simp successfully proves the theorem.

Despite significant progress and open-source projects such as LeanDojo [15], existing LLM-based
provers cannot readily assist humans. They are trained and evaluated following standard practices in
machine learning but do not integrate into the workflow of proof assistants.

Lean Copilot. We focus on Lean,3 a proof assistant popular among mathematicians [3]. As shown in
Fig. 1, a proof in Lean consists of a sequence of proof steps called tactics (e.g., cases n, dsimp,
and suggest_tactics). Starting from the theorem as the initial goal, tactics repeatedly transform
the current goal into simpler sub-goals, until all goals are solved. Users write tactics interactively
in an IDE powered by VS Code, which displays the goals in the infoview panel on the right. Proof
automation tools in Lean can also take the form of tactics (e.g., suggest_tactics in Fig. 1). Like
regular tactics, they can manipulate the proof goals and display information in the infoview panel.

We introduce Lean Copilot: a framework for developing LLM-based proof automation in Lean. It
addresses a core technical challenge: running neural network inference in Lean. Fig. 1 illustrates how
Lean Copilot works. It builds on LeanDojo’s open-source LLM for tactic generation [15]. First, we
convert the model into a platform-independent format, ONNX (Open Neural Network Exchange) [18].
Then, we run it as a shared library through Lean’s foreign function interface (FFI). Users can install
Lean Copilot easily as a Lean package. It works out of the box, without changing Lean’s existing
workflow or requiring additional setup steps in Python. Furthermore, the model is small and efficient
enough to run on most hardware, including laptops without GPUs.

Lean Copilot enables programmers to build various LLM-based tools that work seamlessly in Lean.
We use it to build two tools for assisting humans in theorem proving: (1) suggest_tactics (Fig. 1):
a tactic that uses LLMs to suggest proof steps and (2) LLM-aesop: a proof search tactic that combines
LLM-generated proof steps with aesop (Lean’s existing rule-based proof search) [19]. We evaluate
LLM-aesop on selected exercises from the “Mathematics in Lean” book [20]. LLM-aesop alone
(without humans) can prove more theorems than the original aesop. Furthermore, it can better assist
humans than aesop, requiring fewer tactics to be entered manually by humans.

In summary, we introduce a general framework, Lean Copilot, and two tools (suggest_tactics
and LLM-aesop) for LLMs to assist humans in proving Lean theorems. They can be installed easily
and run on most hardware, which paves the way for wide adoption in the Lean community. They
are among the first steps in making LLMs accessible to human users of proof assistants, which we
hope will initiate a positive feedback loop where proof automation leads to better data and ultimately
improves LLMs on mathematics. Our code will be released upon the publication of this paper.

2 Lean Copilot for Native Neural Network Inference in Lean

Besides an interactive theorem prover, Lean is also a general-purpose programming language [21].
For LLMs to assist humans in Lean, Lean Copilot provides a general framework for running the
inference of LLMs in Lean, and Lean programmers can use it to build various LLM-based applications.

Since all popular deep learning frameworks are in Python, a natural solution would be hosting the
model in Python (locally or remotely) and making requests to it from Lean [22]. However, this

3“Lean” in this paper refers to Lean 4, the latest major version of Lean.
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approach suffers from the overhead of inter-process communication, and it requires users to perform
additional setup steps that do not fit into Lean’s conventional workflow. To overcome these issues,
Lean Copilot runs LLMs natively in Lean through its foreign function interface (FFI).

Running LLMs in Lean through FFI. FFI is a mechanism for programs in one language to call
subroutines in another language. Lean is partially implemented in C++ and interoperates efficiently
with C++. Programmers can declare a function in Lean but implement it in C++. The implementation
is compiled into a shared library and linked to Lean dynamically.

We adopt the ReProver model from LeanDojo [15].4 It is based on an encoder-decoder Transformer,
ByT5 [23], that maps an input string to an output string. Lean Copilot makes the model runnable in
Lean by wrapping it into a C++ function operating on strings, which can be called in Lean through
FFI. As Fig. 1 shows, we convert the model into the ONNX format [18] and run it using ONNX
Runtime [24]. We use multinomial sampling for decoding the output sequence, with hyperparameters
such as temperature and the number of desired output sequences. We do not perform tokenization
since ByT5 is a tokenizer-free model that works directly on UTF-8 bytes.

Future Extensions. Lean Copilot’s FFI-based method is highly extendable. For example, to use a
different model, one can convert the model into ONNX and set up its tokenizer. To further improve
efficiency, one can optimize the ONNX model (e.g., using TVM [25]) or switch to a different runtime
library such as llama.cpp [26] or GPT4All [27].

3 Building LLM-based Proof Automation with Lean Copilot

Lean Copilot provides a general mechanism for running LLM inference in Lean, which is useful for
building various applications for proof automation and beyond. Next, we showcase two important
use cases for LLMs to assist humans in theorem proving: tactic suggestion and proof search.

3.1 Generating Tactic Suggestions

When humans prove theorems in Lean, they inspect the current goal to decide the next tactic. Tactics
do not come from a predefined list; they are more like programs in a domain-specific language
(DSL). They can take arbitrary Lean terms as parameters, and simpler tactics can be combined into
compound tactics. Furthermore, users can extend existing tactics by defining customized tactics. Due
to these complexities, producing the right tactic can be challenging even for experienced Lean users.

We use Lean Copilot to build suggest_tactics: a tool using LLMs to generate tactic suggestions.
suggest_tactics itself is also a tactic. When applied, it feeds the current goal into an LLM and
displays the generated tactics in the infoview panel (Fig. 1 Right). It only displays information,
without making any modifications to the goal. The user can choose whether to accept one of the
suggestions (by clicking on it) or use them as inspirations to come up with a new tactic. Our frontend
for displaying tactics is based on an existing tactic suggestion tool, llmstep [22]. If a suggestion can
directly solve the current goal, it is marked by a party popper emoji (e.g., the simp tactic in Fig. 1).

The LLM tactic generator underlying suggest_tactics is the ReProver model open-sourced by
LeanDojo [15]. It is relatively small (299M parameters) and can run efficiently on most hardware on
which Lean runs, including laptops without GPUs. This is important for wide adoption among Lean
users, as they may not have access to CUDA-enabled GPUs when writing proofs.

3.2 Searching for Proofs with LLM-aesop

Lean proofs often consist of multiple tactics, and writing them involves trial and error. Neither
humans nor machines can consistently produce the right tactic, so they have to backtrack and explore
different alternatives—a process called proof search. Suggest_tactics only generates tactics for
the current step, without the capability to search for multi-tactic proofs. However, we combine it with
aesop [19] to build an LLM-based proof search tool named LLM-aesop.

Aesop implements best-first search as a Lean tactic and allows users to configure how the search
tree gets expanded. The search tree consists of goals as nodes. Initially, it has only the original goal
as the root node. At each step, aesop picks the most promising unexpanded node, expands it by

4For simplicity, we use the version of ReProver without retrieval.
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applying tactics, and adds the resulting nodes as its children. The proof search succeeds when aesop
has found a path from the root to goals that can be solved trivially. It may fail because of timeout or
when aesop has run out of tactics to try.

In aesop, tactics for expanding nodes are drawn from a set called the rule set. It is configurable by
users before proof search but fixed during the search, i.e., the same rule set is used for expanding all
nodes, regardless of the proof goal. Therefore, aesop’s performance depends critically on whether
the user has configured an effective rule set, which is often problem-dependent. Aesop lacks the
flexibility to adaptively decide what tactics to try during proof search.

LLM-aesop augments aesop’s rule set with goal-dependent tactics generated by suggest_tactics.
It allows the rule set to be customized for each goal, which makes aesop substantially more flexible.
Furthermore, LLM-aesop is a drop-in replacement of aesop: Users can easily switch between
LLM-aesop and the original aesop by activating/deactivating the LLM-generated tactics.

4 Experiments

We empirically validate the effectiveness of LLM-aesop compared to aesop in two settings: (1)
proving theorems autonomously and (2) assisting humans in theorem proving. In addition, we
compare LLM-aesop with suggest_tactics to demonstrate the benefits of proof search.

Dataset and Experimental Setup. We perform experiments on theorems from “Mathematics in
Lean” [20]: a book for beginners to formalize and prove mathematical theorems in Lean. It has
233 theorem proving exercises, covering topics from sets and functions to topology, calculus, and
measure theory. For evaluation, we randomly selected 50 theorems, and their proofs have 5.52 tactics
on average. The complete list of selected theorems is in Appendix B.

Each theorem comes with a ground truth proof consisting of one or multiple tactics. To mimic a
human user, we enter the ground truth tactics one by one. After each tactic, we try to prove the
remaining goals using an automated tool: LLM-aesop, aesop, or suggest_tactics. For aesop,
we use it out of the box, without manually configuring the rule set. For suggest_tactics, we say
it proves a goal when one of the generated tactic suggestions can prove the goal. We record the
number of tactics entered manually before the tool succeeds, and the number is zero if it can prove
the original theorem fully autonomously without requiring human-entered tactics.

Results. Table 1 shows the experimental results. LLM-aesop can prove 64% (32 out of 50) theorems
autonomously, which is significantly higher than aesop and suggest_tactics. When used to assist
humans, LLM-aesop only requires an average of 1.02 manually-entered tactics, which also compares
favorably to aesop (3.62) and suggest_tactics (2.72).

Table 1: Performance of suggest_tactics, aesop and LLM-aesop on proving 50 theorems selected
from “Mathematics in Lean” [20]. LLM-aesop outperforms both baselines in proving theorems
autonomously and in assisting human users, requiring fewer tactics entered by humans. More detailed
results can be found in Appendix B.

Method Avg. # human-entered tactics (↓) % Theorems proved autonomously (↑)

aesop 3.62 12%
suggest_tactics 2.72 34%
search_proofs 1.02 64%

5 Conclusion

We have introduced Lean Copilot: a framework for running neural network inference in Lean through
FFI. Using Lean Copilot, we have built LLM-based proof automation for generating tactic suggestions
(suggest_tactics) and searching for proofs (LLM-aesop). Lean Copilot provides an extendable
interface between LLMs and Lean. This work has explored how it enables LLMs to assist Lean
users. In the future, we hope to see LLM-based proof automation help us formalize mathematics and
ultimately enhance LLMs’ capability in mathematical reasoning.
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Appendix A Related Work

Neural Theorem Proving. Neural networks have been used to prove formal theorems by interacting
with proof assistants. For example, they can select premises [28–30] or generate tactics [31–33].
Early works on neural theorem proving often use graph neural networks [6, 34–40], whereas more
recent works focus on Transformer-based [41] language models [7–15, 17, 42]. While these works
have demonstrated the capability of LLMs in theorem proving, none of them has led to practical and
open-source tools enabling LLMs to be used directly in proof assistants.

Automation within Proof Assistants. Proof automation has been studied extensively using formal
methods. Many efficient decision procedures are available for specific domains, such as satisfiability
modulo theories [43], linear arithmetic [44], and commutative rings [45]. Lean’s apply? tactic tries
to find premises that unify symbolically with the current goal. There are also general-purpose proof
search tactics such as aesop [19] in Lean and auto in Coq. They search for proofs by combining
a set of rules with algorithms such as best-first search. The rules are configured manually by users
instead of generated by machine learning.

Many classical machine learning algorithms have been used for proof automation. Hammers [46–48]
outsource the proof goal and selected premises to external automated theorem provers in first-
order logic, and they often use machine learning for premise selection. TacticToe [49] and Tacti-
cian [50] predict tactics using the k-nearest neighbors algorithm (KNN) with handcrafted features.
Piotrowski et al. [51] and Geesing [52] have implemented Naive Bayes, random forests, and KNN
within Lean for premise selection.

There have been prior and concurrent efforts exploring using neural networks or LLMs in proof
assistants [22, 53–55]. All of them run the model in Python (locally or remotely) and make requests
to it from the proof assistant. In contrast, we run the model natively in Lean (details in Sec. 2).

AI to Assist Mathematical Reasoning. Collins et al. [56] has investigated using LLMs to assist
human mathematicians by holding conversations in natural language. To our knowledge, we are the
first to investigate this problem in the setting of formal theorem proving.

Appendix B Detailed Experimental Results

Table A shows our complete experimental results on 50 theorems selected from Mathematics in
Lean [20]. The aggregated statistics are in Table 1.
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Table A: Results on 50 theorems from Mathematics in Lean [20]. The “# Tactics” column shows
the number of tactics in the ground truth proof. The “# Human tactics” columns are the number of
human-entered tactics required for the automated tool to finish the proof. The “Auto” columns show
whether the tool can prove the theorem without humans, i.e., requiring zero human-entered tactics.

Theorem # Tactics aesop suggest_tactics LLM-aesop
# Human tactics Auto # Human tactics Auto # Human tactics Auto

C02_S01:8 3 3 No 0 Yes 0 Yes
C02_S01:38 4 3 No 2 No 0 Yes
C02_S02:14 1 0 Yes 1 No 0 Yes
C02_S02:17 2 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes
C02_S02:24 3 3 No 2 No 0 Yes
C02_S02:58 3 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes
C02_S03:7 3 3 No 0 Yes 0 Yes
C02_S03:31 2 1 No 2 No 1 No
C02_S04:13 5 4 No 3 No 0 Yes
C02_S04:20 19 9 No 2 No 1 No
C02_S04:109 5 5 No 0 Yes 0 Yes
C02_S05:15 19 18 No 0 Yes 0 Yes
C02_S05:43 19 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes
C02_S05:108 2 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes
C02_S05:116 3 2 No 0 Yes 0 Yes
C02_S05:127 4 4 No 0 Yes 0 Yes
C03_S01:36 6 2 No 5 No 1 No
C03_S01:58 4 1 No 3 No 0 Yes
C03_S01:134 4 1 No 3 No 0 Yes
C03_S02:28 5 5 No 5 No 4 No
C03_S02:79 4 3 No 0 Yes 2 No
C03_S03:34 4 4 No 2 No 0 Yes
C03_S03:56 3 3 No 2 No 1 No
C03_S03:66 3 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes
C03_S03:105 3 1 No 2 No 0 Yes
C03_S04:7 6 6 No 6 No 6 No
C03_S04:85 7 7 No 7 No 0 Yes
C03_S05:18 4 3 No 4 No 3 No
C03_S05:76 1 1 No 1 No 0 Yes
C03_S05:90 9 9 No 7 No 2 No
C03_S05:129 12 7 No 0 Yes 0 Yes
C04_S01:11 3 1 No 3 No 0 Yes
C04_S01:80 9 8 No 8 No 8 No
C04_S01:121 19 11 No 19 No 0 Yes
C04_S01:145 5 4 No 5 No 4 No
C04_S02:26 3 2 No 1 No 0 Yes
C04_S02:35 8 1 No 0 Yes 0 Yes
C04_S02:49 2 1 No 0 Yes 0 Yes
C04_S02:61 7 6 No 5 No 0 Yes
C04_S02:99 4 1 No 2 No 0 Yes
C04_S02:179 8 7 No 7 No 3 No
C04_S02:221 7 6 No 6 No 2 No
C05_S02:27 6 6 No 5 No 5 No
C05_S03:75 3 1 No 2 No 0 Yes
C05_S03:82 3 1 No 1 No 1 No
C06_S01:19 1 1 No 0 Yes 0 Yes
C06_S03:191 2 2 No 0 Yes 0 Yes
C08_S01:63 3 3 No 3 No 1 No
C08_S02:92 7 6 No 6 No 5 No
C08_S03:55 4 3 No 4 No 2 No
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